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There is an increased interest in the study of impulsive reactions to food cues (Bartholdy et al.,
2016). For this, computerized tasks that include lexical or pictorial food stimuli are often used. One
of such tasks is the affective shifting task, which is a type of go/no-go task. Unfortunately, it appears
that reporting and interpreting performance in this task has been fairly inconsistent across studies.
Therefore, the current article aims to highlight some of these issues in an effort to provide some
guidance for researchers who are interested in using this task.

Response inhibition or inhibitory control is an executive function, which involves controlling
one’s attention, behavior, thoughts, and/or emotions to override a strong internal predisposition or
external lure (Diamond, 2013). Prominent psychological tasks that are used to measure inhibitory
control include, for example, the Stroop task, Simon task, Flanker task, antisaccade tasks, or stop-
signal tasks (Diamond, 2013). Another widely used measure is go/no-go tasks. In these tasks,
participants are usually required to perform a quick motor response (e.g., pressing a button on a
keyboard as fast as possible) when certain stimuli (i.e., targets) are displayed on a computer screen
and to withhold this reaction for other stimuli (i.e., non-targets; also called distractors or lures). As
this is an easy task, go/no-go paradigms usually involve a large number of trials of which only a
small number of trials are no-go trials (e.g., Kaufman et al., 2003). This is necessary in order for the
go-reaction to become pre-potent and, thus, to ensure that participants make enough commission
errors (i.e., falsely pressing the button in no-go trials; also called false alarms). Reaction times in or
the number of correct go-trials (i.e., hits) and omission errors (i.e., falsely not pressing the button
in go trials; also called misses) can also be calculated, but they are usually not considered as indices
of inhibitory control (or, specifically, lack thereof).

Murphy et al. (1999) developed a modified version of such go/no-go tasks, which they termed
affective shifting task. In their task, words were presented on the screen one by one. Participants
had to respond to targets by pressing the space bar as quickly as possible but withhold responses to
distractors. The task comprised two practice blocks followed by eight test blocks, each including
nine happy words and nine sad words (presented in randomized order within each block).
Before each block, either happy or sad words were specified as targets. This means that when
participants had to press the button in response to happy words, they were required to not press
the button in response to sad words (or vice versa). The 10 blocks were presented either in
the order happy-happy-sad-sad-happy-happy-sad-sad-happy-happy or sad-sad-happy-happy-sad-
sad-happy-happy-sad-sad (with happy or sad indicating the respective target here). Thus, four test
blocks were shift blocks, for which the instruction was reversed as compared to the previous block
and four blocks were non-shift blocks, for which the instruction was the same as in the previous
block.

It might be argued that the arrangement of the affective shifting task demands mental flexibility
and, thus, it may not be a pure measure of inhibitory control. Although this might be a potential
confound, the task also has a practical advantage over traditional go/no-go tasks. The instruction
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shifts increase task difficulty and, thus, a lower number of trials is
sufficient for producing enough commission errors. Specifically,
as opposed to traditional go/no-go tasks, there is an equal
number of go and no-go trials and a low number of trials in
total. Consider, for example, that the task employed by Murphy
et al. (1999) merely contained 180 trials while other go/no-go
tasks contain more than 1,000 trials (e.g., X-Y task, see Garavan
et al., 2002; Kaufman et al., 2003; Meule et al., 2011). In addition,
the several shifts make the single blocks very short und allow
participants to take a break. Thus, the task is more comfortable
(e.g., less boring) for participants and, thus, motivation may
be higher to perform the task correctly than when using more
exhausting go/no-go tasks.

Murphy et al. (1999) and others used the affective shifting task
with emotional words (Rubinsztein et al., 2000; García-Blanco
et al., 2013) or emotional pictures (Lange et al., 2012). However,
the task can easily be adapted to other lexical or pictorial stimuli.
For example, others have used versions with alcohol-related
words (Noël et al., 2005, 2007) or pictures (Adams et al., 2013;
Czapla et al., 2016) and food-related words (Mobbs et al., 2008,
2011; Loeber et al., 2012, 2013) or pictures (Meule and Kübler,
2014; Meule et al., 2014; Deux et al., 2017).

Unfortunately, there seems to be quite a confusion about
which task performance indices should be reported and how
these can be interpreted. Some studies have reported indices
based on signal detection theory such as discrimination index
d’ or decision bias C and it has been argued that C is a better
indicator of disinhibition than commission errors alone as it
takes the number of both hits and false alarms into account
(Noël et al., 2005; Mobbs et al., 2008). Yet, it is not clear
if these should be actually preferred over simpler measures.
For example, the same authors switched to reporting the more
straightforward reaction times, omission errors and commission
errors in their later works (Noël et al., 2007; Mobbs et al., 2011).
While omission errors may indicate lapses of attention, reaction

FIGURE 1 | Scatterplots illustrating relationships between the number of commission errors in a go/no-go affective shifting task and subscales

scores of a short form of the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale as a function of block type (shift vs. non-shift blocks). Higher attentional and motor impulsivity

scores related to a higher number of commission errors in shift blocks (dashed line), but not in non-shift blocks (solid line). Non-planning impulsivity scores were not

correlated with the number of commission errors.

times have been interpreted as reflecting an “attention and/or
response bias” (Murphy et al., 1999, p. 1314) or “an approach
tendency” (Meule et al., 2014, p. 12). Yet, these interpretations
lack a substantive empirical basis and are, therefore, speculative.
While a high number of commission errors is widely accepted to
index low inhibitory control (Schulz et al., 2007), interpretation
is also not that trivial in the affective shifting task. As would
be expected, non-shift blocks are easier than shift blocks and,
accordingly, participants commit more errors in shift blocks than
in non-shift blocks. However, when examining the seven studies
that used food-related affective shifting tasks, only four of them
(Mobbs et al., 2008, 2011; Meule and Kübler, 2014; Meule et al.,
2014) reported results as a function of block type (i.e., shift vs.
non-shift).

To illustrate the importance of block type, I have combined
data from two studies, in which food-related affective shifting
tasks and a short form of the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale
(Spinella, 2007) were used in two samples of female students
(Meule and Kübler, 2014; Meule et al., 2014, study 2). In shift
blocks, commission errors (M = 11.4, SD = 4.76) were more
common than in non-shift blocks (M = 7.12, SD = 3.85, t(156)
= 12.2, p < 0.001). As depicted in Figure 1, higher attentional
impulsivity related to more commission errors in shift blocks
[r(n = 157) = 0.193, p = 0.015], but not in non-shift blocks
[r(n = 157) = 0.108, p = 0.178]. Higher motor impulsivity also
related to more commission errors in shift blocks [r(n = 157)

= 0.264, p = 0.001], but not in non-shift blocks [r(n = 157) =

0.138, p = 0.086]. Non-planning impulsivity neither correlated
with commission errors in shift blocks [r(n = 157) = 0.138, p =

0.086] nor in non-shift blocks [r(n = 157) = 0.076, p = 0.347].
When examining the relationships between all three impulsivity
subscales and the number of commission errors together in one
linear regression analysis, only motor impulsivity (β = 0.208, p=
0.026) but not attentional (β = 0.126, p= 0.122) or non-planning
impulsivity (β = −0.002, p = 0.982) predicted the number
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of commission errors. Therefore, it appears that the construct
that researchers actually want to measure (i.e., motor response
inhibition/impulsivity) can primarily be found in shift blocks.
Future studies are needed, however, in which other behavioral
measures (e.g., stop-signal task) are used in order to provide
further support for validity of commission errors in shift blocks
as an index of motor response inhibition. Nevertheless, by not
considering block type in analyses and interpretation of the data,
researchers might miss important information and, therefore,
may overlook interesting findings.

To complicate matters, researchers need to be aware that
interpreting commission errors as a function of target type is
different from reaction time and omission errors in this task. As
an example, consider that a researcher uses an affective shifting
task with food and neutral pictures. That is, participants have to
either respond to food but not to neutral pictures in half of the
blocks and to neutral but not to food pictures in the other half of
the blocks. In food blocks (i.e., when food is the target category)
reaction times represent reactions to food stimuli and omission
errors represent missed reactions to food stimuli. Commission
errors, however, represent false button presses in response to the
distractors (i.e., neutral stimuli). While this may sound trivial,
consider looking at the figures in Loeber et al. (2012) or Meule
et al. (2014), where reaction times and commission errors are
displayed in one figure with the conditions (i.e., target types)
labeled as food and neutral/objects. As reaction time in food
blocks refer to reactions to food, commission errors in food
blocks refer to reactions to objects. This twist is a specific feature
of the affective shifting task as the meaning of the go and no-
go stimuli is either not reversed (e.g., Batterink et al., 2010) or
separate blocks with only food and only neutral stimuli are used
(e.g., Houben et al., 2014) in other response inhibition tasks (but
also see Teslovich et al., 2014).

Related to this issue is the question of whether more
errors would be expected in blocks with food targets (i.e.,
neutral distractors) or in blocks with neutral targets (i.e., food
distractors). It could be argued that having to respond to
appealing food stimuli will lead participants to accidently press
the button in response to neutral distractors as well. However,
it may also be that food distractors will lure them to commit
more errors when they actually are supposed to respond to
neutral stimuli only. This second hypothesis was confirmed in
the studies by Loeber et al. (2012) and Meule et al. (2014; study
2): participants committed more errors when neutral stimuli
were targets than when food stimuli were targets (i.e., they
committed more errors in response to food distractors than to
neutral distractors). However, this difference was only found

in hungry participants in one study (Loeber et al., 2013), but
was unrelated to current hunger in two other studies (Meule

et al., 2014). Body weight did not interact with condition (i.e.,
food vs. neutral) regarding the number of commission errors
(Mobbs et al., 2011; Loeber et al., 2012; Deux et al., 2017).
When using low-calorie food stimuli instead of neutral stimuli
as control category, participants who frequently experienced
cravings for high-calorie foods (Meule and Kübler, 2014) and
non-overweight adolescents (Deux et al., 2017) committed more
errors to low-calorie food distractors (i.e., when high-calorie
foods were targets) than to high-calorie food distractors (i.e.,
when low-calorie foods were targets). In conclusion, it is my
contention that is currently unclear in which type of condition
[i.e., (high-calorie) food category as targets vs. (low-calorie or
neutral) control category as targets] higher or lower inhibitory
performance can be expected and how potential moderators (e.g.,
current hunger or body weight) may influence this inhibitory
performance as a function of condition.

In conclusion, writing this opinion piece was motivated
by increased interest in and inconsistent reporting and
interpretation of the affective shifting task as indicated by
both the number of publications in recent years and personal
requests that I received about this task. Because of its briefness
and simplicity, I think that food-related affective shifting tasks
represent a promising tool for the investigation of impulsive
reactions toward food cues. Although versions of the task have
already been employed in students (Loeber et al., 2013; Meule
and Kübler, 2014; Meule et al., 2014), individuals with bulimia
(Mobbs et al., 2008), obese adults (Mobbs et al., 2011; Loeber
et al., 2012), and adolescent, psychiatric inpatients (Deux et al.,
2017), it appears that different task designs and analyses lead
to a rather confusing literature. Some of this confusion may
be resolved by standardized reporting of task performance
(e.g., reaction times, omission errors, and commission errors
as a function of both block type and condition) and careful
interpretation of this task performance (e.g., whether it is the
distractors that lead participants to commit errors or whether
it is the targets that lead participants to also respond to the
distractors). I hope that this paper may provide a useful guidance
for researchers who are interested in using this task, whether
food-related or in other fields of research.
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